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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel general scheme of decision making under high
uncertainty and rapid change conditions. More precisely, we concentrate on two
previously neglected aspects of an industrial portfolio selection process: input data
processing and optimization process analysis. The basic idea behind the proposed
input data processing approach is similar in spirit to that used in image. Namely.
different products may have little or no history (which makes the stock portfolio
selection methods ineffective and inapplicable) but they are not unrelated to each
other. For example two products representing the same market sector. based on the
same technology and intended for the same customer are fairly unlikely to have
drastically different demands. This means that a certain prior expressing the relations
between products can be obtained. This prior. in its turn. can be used to "clean" the
information contained in the individual forecasts by statistically removing the
inconsistencies. or. in other words. updating the prior using the forecast. For this
purpose. we discuss the mathematical mcthods devcloped in statistical physics of spin
glasses and discuss about their possible applicability.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Project Acceptability
Product Portfolio Management enables organizations to optimize their product
development investments. providing tightly synchronized program and product
infol111ation. maximized resource utilization. and cross-program. multi-enterprise
visibility and decision support across the product lifecycle. In other words. product
portfolio decisions can be considered strategic for the supply chain of companies.
Supply chain lines are developed with the given product environment. Therefore the
best supply chain solution is not the best overall solution for a company if the
underlying product portfolio is suboptimal.
i\lost of the techniques currently being in lise arc qualitative and intuitive methods
[~.3.41. which is odd for the highly competitive industry of today. Technologies tend
to change rapidly. and life cycles of products become short. Actiw product portfolio
management becl1mes an increasingly indispensable tl10l fi.)f increasing elliciency and
maintaining competitiveness in the future. Its primary purpose is to identify obsolete
products and remove them from the portfolio as well as to select the new products
among the potential candidates.
1.2 Literature Review
The portfolio selection paradigm itself dates back to the seminal work of Markovitz
[5] who proposed the well known mean-variance approach. Since Markovitz'
original work, the field of stock p0l1folio management has expanded tremendously.
Somc examples are the ARCH [6,7.8] and GARCH [9.10] techniques whose purpose
is to accurately forecast the covariance matrix, and stochastic programming
approaches to stock portfolio selection [11.12].
Similarities between the problem of stock and portfolio management exists. For
instancc. the portfolio selection paradigm itself: the emphasis is on selection the
whole pOl1folio (as opposcd to individual products) thus taking into account the
possible dependencies between the products. Thcse similarities werc exploited in
[13.14,15]. There are howcvcr important differences likc I) Gencrally highcr
unccrtainty lcw\. 2) Non-stationarity: evcry ncw product is cssentially new as
opposcd to stocks that typically exist for a sufticicntly long timc so that rcliable
statistics can he !lcncrated. 3) Less cohercnt infonnation structure: thc available
infonnation ahout the products is typically "distrihutes" in the organization and has to
"'
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be collected and processed.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In this paper, we propose a novel general scheme of decision making under high
uncel1ainty and rapid change conditions. More precisely, we concentrate on two
previously neglected aspects of an industrial portfolio selection process: input data
processing and optimization process analysis. The basic idea behind the proposed
input data processing approach is similar in spirit to that used in image. Namely.
different products may have little or no history (which makes the stock portfolio
selection methods ineffective and inapplicable) but they are not unrelated to each
other. For example two products representing the same market sector, based on the
same technology and intended for the same customer are fairly unlikely to have
drastically different demands. This means that a cel1ain prior expressing the relations
between products can be obtained. This prior. in its turn. can be used to "clcan" the
information containcd in the individual forecasts by statistically removing the
inconsistencics. or. in other words. updating the prior using the forecast. For this
purpose. we will discuss the mathematicalmcthods dcveloped in statistical physics of
spin glasses and discuss about their possiblc applicability.
-+
Chapter 2
Ising model
Ising model is one of the simplest models of interacting many body systems. To
explain this model, lets consider a set V of integers from 1 to N, V =
{1,2, ...... ,N}={iL=I..N, a lattice and its element i a site. This lattice can be the real
lattice point on a crystal, the neuron in a neural network or the pixel of a digital
picture. Let Sj be a variable assigned to each site. The Ising spin is characterized by
the binary value Sj = ±1. The Ising spin Sj represents whether the microscopic
magnetic moment is pointing up or down.
A bond is a pair of sites (ij) and is denoted as B = {(ij)}. -J Sj Sj is the interaction
energy assigned to each bond in the set B. If the states of the two spins are the same
(Sj = Sj) then the interaction energy is -J. and its J for (Sj =- Sj). Thus the fonner has
lower energy and is more stable. The positive interaction (J>O) is called a
ferromagnetic interaction whereas the negative interaction J<O is called an
anti ferromagnetic interaction. Also in some cases a site has its 0\\11 energy of the
fonn -h Sj. The total energy of a system therefore is of the fann:
5
NH = -J IS,S} -hIs,
(U)Eli ,=1
---------------(1)
The above equation is the Hamiltonian of the Ising model. The next step is to
calculate the thermal average of a physical quantity using the probability distribution
for a given Hamiltonian H.
e-pH
P(S) = -
Z
---------------(2)
Here, S == {Sd represents a set of spin states. We take the unit of temperature such
that Boltzmann's constant ko is unity, and ~ is the inverse temperature. The
nom1alization factor Z is the partition function
Z = I I·..···. Ie-PH == Ie-PH
S\=11S1 =11 .'1,=11 S
Z = Tr e-/iH
---------------(3)
---------------(4)
The above equation is called the Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution and e-/ill is tenned as
the Boltzmann factor and Tr is the notation for the sum over all possible spin
configurations.
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Chapter 3
Spin Glass
If the interactions between spins are not uniform in space, that is when the
interactions are ferromagnetic for some bonds and antiferromagnetic for others, then
the spin orientation cannot be uniform in space, even at low temperature. In such a
circumstance it sometimes happens that spins become randomly frozen-random in
space but frozen in time. This is the intuitive picture of spin glass phase.
In a crystal, atoms are located on lattice points at regular intervals. But in glasses
atom positions are random in space. In glasses the random locations of atoms do not
change in a day or two into another set of random locations. Spin glass implies that
the spin orientation has a similarity to this type of location of atom in glasses that is
spins are randomly frozen in spin glasses.
The next step is to calculate free energy. Using the Hamiltonian. the evaluation of a
physical quantity starts from the trace operation over the spin variables S = {Sd for a
gi\"\.~n fixed set of J1j generated by the probability distribution P(J(J Free energy is
7
calculated as
F=-TlogTre-PH ---------------(5)
Free energy is a function of J == {J ij}. Now the next step is to get the final expression
of the free energy by averaging (configurational average) the above equation over the
distribution of J.
[F] = - T [log Z] = - T In dJyP(J,)logZ
(y)
---------------(6)
The dependence of log Z on J is very complicated and it's not easy to calculate the
configurational average [log Z]. If one prepared n replicas of the original system,
evaluates the configurational average of the product of their partition functions Zn,
and then takes the limit n -. O. This technique is called as the replica method and is
useful as it is easier to evaluate [Zn] than [log Z].
[ZII] -1[log Z] = limn~o -'-----0...-_
11
--------------(7)
Next step is to take the configurational avcragc of the nth power of the partition
function
-------------(8)
whcre a is the replica index. Now solving the above equation and rC\\Titing the sum
over i<j and a. Pin the above exponent. one gets the following fonn for sutTiciently
8
large N:
--------------(9)
Next step is to trace out S for a given fixed J. The reason to trace out first S for a
given fixed J is that the positions of atoms carrying spins are random in space but
fixed in the time scale of rapid thermal motions of spins. One could carry out the
trace over S,u independently at each site i in the above equation if the quantities in the
exponent were linear in the spin variables. It is therefore useful to linearize the
squared quantities by Gaussian integrals with the integration variables qufJ for the
teon (~s;s:)' and m" fO'(~s; )'
. Trexp (/32./2 Iqufl I S,uS,fJ +/3I(.Jo11lu +h)IS,u)
u<fJ I U ,
--------------( 10)
Rcprcsenting the sum ovcr the nriable at a singlc sitc (L -'," )by Tr and
9
--------------( II )
Thus
The exponent of the above integrand is proportional to N, so using the steepest
descent; one can evaluate the integral at the thermodynamic limit N-t 00.
(
fJ2J2,,", 2 f3Jo,,", ' 1 I I 2 'J::::: 1+ Nn ---L.Jqap --L.Jm~+-logTre' +-fJ J"
411 a~p 211 a 11 4
--------------(13)
The values of qaP and rna in the above expression should be chosen to extremize the
quantities in the brackets. Thus from replica method one gets free energy as:
. [2"]-1. {fJ2J2 ""' 2 f3J ""' 2 I 2 2 I I}
- fJ[.f] = lim Il->O T = lim Il->O - -.- L.J qafJ - _0 L.J 111a + - fJ J + -log rre .
11/\ 411 a.fJ 211 a 4 11
--------------( 14)
The saddle point condition that the free energy is extremized with respect to the
variable qa,1 (a :t:. fJ) is :
10
1 8 TrS a sP e LI r L =(S asP) I.qap = -1-1-- og 1 re = 113 -J - 8q ap Tre .
--------------(15)
where (sa SP)L is the average by the weight eL• The saddle point condition for mu
similarly is:
_ 1 8 I r I. TrS a eL (S a )
mu - --- oglre = =f3J 8m Tre L Lo a
--------------(16)
In order to calculate the free energy and order parameters from (14) to (16) it is
necessary to have the explicit dependence of qap and muon replica indices a & 13 .
Replicas have been introduced artificially for the convenience of the configurational
average. Hence the dependence on these replica indices should not affect the physics
of the system. Therefore one can assume replica symmetry qap =q and mu=m and
derive the replica symmetric solution.
By replica symmetry the free energy (14) before taking the limit n-O is:
{
f3 2J2 , f3J 2 1 I 1 2 '}
- f3[f] = -- {-n(n-l)q"} - _0 11/11 + -log Trc . + - 13 J"
411 211 n 4
--------------( 17)
Using thc Gaussian intcgral and thc dcfinition of L from (11) onc can cyaluatc thc
11
third term on the right hand side of the above equation:
Here Dz = dzexp(-z2 /2)/ & is the Gaussian measure and
H(z) =J jqz +J 0 1ll +h
--------------(18)
Now inserting equation (18) into (17) and taking the limit n~O, we get:
fJ2 J2 1
- fJ[f] =--(1- q)2 - - fJJom2 + fDz log 2coshfJH(z)
4 2
--------------(19)
The extremization condition of the free energy (19) with respect to m is:
111 = fD:: tanh fJH (::) --------------(20)
And the extremization condition of the free energy (19) with respect to q is:
fJ2/2 - fJJ-~-(q -1)+ fD::(tanhfJH(z))o---y:: =0
~ 2...;q
and the partial intcgration of this givcs:
1~
--------------(21 )
--------------(22)
For simplicity lets restrict ourselves to the case without external field h=O. Now if
the distribution of Jij is symmetric (Jo=O), then we have H(z) =Jjqz so that
tanh pH(z) is an odd function. Also the magnetization vanishes (m=O) and there is
no ferromagnetic phase. Now the free energy is:
1 1 2 1 f C
- P[fl = "4 P-J (1 - q) - + Dz log 2cosh(fJJ -V qz)
13
--------------(23 )
Chapter 4
Error-correcting codes
4.1 Error-correcting codes
Information theory was initiated half a century ago. It formulates various basic
notions on information transmission through noisy channels and develops a
framework to manipulate those abstract objects.
4.1.1 Transmission of information
,
If a message (infonnation) in the fonn of a sequence ofN bits is to be transmitted
from one place to another. the path of infonnation transmission. called a transmission
channel. usually carries noise and the output from the channel is different in some bits
from the input. If only the original message itself is fed into the channel. then it
would be difficult to infer which bit from the output is corrupted by noise. It is
necessary to make the message redundant before transmission by adding extra pieces
of infonnation. by use of which noise can be removed. This is called channel coding.
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The encoded message is transmitted through a noisy channel. The process of
information retrieval from the noisy output of a channel using redundancy is called
decoding.
4.1.2 Similarity to spin glasses
It is convenient to use the Ising spin ±1 instead of 0 and 1 to treat the present problem
by statistical mechanics. The basic operation on a bit sequence is the sum with
modulo 2(2=0 with mod 2), which corresponds to the product of Ising spins if one
identifies 0 with Sj = 1 and 1 with Sj = -1. From here we will use this identification of
an Ising spin configuration with a bit sequence.
Generation of the parity bit in the parity-check code corresponds to the product of
appropriate spins. By identifying such a product with the interaction between the
relevant spins, we obtain a spin system very similar to the Mattis model of spin
glasses.
In the Mattis model one allocates a randomly quenched Ising spin ~, to each site. and
the interaction between sites i and j is chosen to be Jij = ~, ~J' This now the
Hamiltonian is:
15
H = - I~'~JS,SJ
(u)
--------------(24)
The ground state is clearly identical to the configuration of the quenched spins
Coming back to the problem of error-correcting codes, we form Mattis type
interactions {J,~ I, = ~'I ......~" }with r an integer for appropriate combinations of
sites {i) ......ir}' Then we will feed these interactions instead of the original spin
configuration ~ == {~, } (original message), into the noisy channel. The encoded
information is redundant because the number of interactions Nu, which is the number
of elements in the set {(il .....ir)} is larger than the number of spins N.
The conventional r = 2 Mattis model on the 2-dimensional square lattice has Nu=2N
interactions, the number of neighboring sites. For the original interaction without
noise J O= {~'~J} the product of the J~ along an arbitrary closed loop c,
Ie = nJ,~ = n(~'~J) is always unity (positive) since all the ~, appear an even
number of times in the product. Thus the Mattis model has no frustration. However.
noise in the channel flips some clements of JO and therefore the output of the chmmel.
if it is regarded as interactions of the spin system. includes frustration. Ncvcrtheless
the original spin configuration is still the ground state of such a system if the noise
rate is not large.
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4.2 Spin glass representation
4.2.1 Conditional probability
Suppose that the Ising spin configuration S=g ,} has been generated according to a
probability distribution function P(s). This distribution P(s) for generating the
original message is termed the prior. The goal is to infer the original spin
configuration from the output of a noisy channel as accurately as possible. So now
we form a set of products of r spins for appropriately chosen combinations of
the ~, and feed the set of interactions into the channel.
J,O ,= ~, .....~, (= ±l)1-, I , -------------(25)
First let's consider the BSC', and the output of the channel J
"
"is flipped from the
corresponding input J,~" =~" .....~" with the probability p and is equal to - ~'I .....~,••
The other possibility of correct output ~" .....~,. has the probability I-p. The output
probability of a BSC can be expressed in terms of a conditional probability:
P( .I,,
exp(fJI'J, "~'I "'{" )I ~ ~) J
I. C;,,' ....C;" = ---2-c--'-0-sl-1fJ-
r
-
--------------(26)
'sse stands for binary symmctric channel whcrc noisc flips a bit from I 100 and 0 to I indcpcndcntly
at cach bit wilh a givcn probability.
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where fJ p is a function of p defined as:
2fJ 1- p
e P =--
P
--------------(27)
Equation (26) is equal to 1-p when J'IH1, = ~'I .....~" according to (27) and is equal to
p when J, J = -~, .....~, Thus (26) is the correct conditional probability to
1-'- r 1 ,
characterize the channel.
Assume that equation (26) applies to each set (il .... ir) independently. This is a
memoryless channel in which each bit is affected by noise independently.
The overall probability is then the product of (26)
1
P(JI ~) = " exp(fJp" J, .. I ~' ....~, )(2 cosh fJ p)' R LJ 1, 1 , --------------(28)
Where the sum in the exponent is taken over all sets (i I .... ir) for which the spin
products are generated by (25).
4.2.2 Bayes Formula
We want to infer the original message (spin configuration) ~ from the output
J = {.1'1 I,}' For this purpose. it is essential to introduce the conditional probability
of ~ gi\'en J. which is called the posterior. Thus the posterior is the conditional
IS
probability with the two entries of the left hand side of (28), J and ~, exchanged. The
Bayes formula is useful for exchanging these two entries.
Let G ={al' ....a N} be the dynamic variables used for decoding. The final decoded
result will be denoted by ~ = {~, ,.....~N}' and we reserve; ={;".....;N} for the true
final configuration.
We can express pea IJ) in terms of (28) using the Bayes formula:
pea IJ) = P(J Ia)P(a)
TraP(J Ia)P(a) --------------(29)
The probability P(lla) represents the characteristics of a memoryless BSC and is
given in (28). It is therefore possible to infer the original message by (29) if the prior
P(a) is known. Explicit theoretical analysis is facilitated by assuming a message
source that generates various messages with equal probability. This assumption is not
necessarily unnatural in realistic situations where information compression before
encoding usually generates a rather unifonn distribution of zeros and ones. In such a
case, P(a) can be considered a constant. The posterior is then:
pea 1.1) = "
Tr", exp({3r~ .I" '. a"
,)
19
--------------(30)
Since J is given and fixed in the present problem, (30) is nothing more than the
Boltzmann factor of an Ising spin glass with randomly quenched interactions J. We
have this established a formal equivalence between the probabilistic inference
problem of message for a memoryless BSC and the statistical mechanics of the Ising
spin glass.
4.2.3 MAP and MPM
Equation (30) is the probability distribution of the inferred spin configurati9n a, given
the output of the channel J. Then the spin configuration to maximize (30) is a good
candidate for the decoded (inferred) spin configuration. Maximization of Boltzmann
factor is equivalent to the ground-state search of the corresponding Hamiltonian
H =-, J aL..J '1---.1, 'I ..1, ---------------(31)
This method of decoding is called the maXllnum a posteriori probability (MAP).
Maximization of the conditional probability P(Jla) with respect to a is equivalent to
maximization of the posterior P(aIJ) if the prior pea) is unifonn. The fonner method
is tenned as the maximum likelihood method as P(Jla) is the likelihood of a. The
MAP maximizes the posterior of the whole bit sequence a.
There is another strategy of decoding in which we focus our attention on a single bit i.
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and not the whole sequence. This means we trace out all the spin variables except for
a single OJ to obtain the posterior only of OJ. This process is called marginalization is
statistics:
Tr exp(fJ "J a )P(a IJ) = a(;<a,) pLJ ','. "'.
, Tra exp(fJp LJ" .... ,.a",. ) --------------(32)
We then compare P(OJ =IjJ) and P(OJ = -IIJ) and if the former is larger, we assign one
" "
to the decoded result of the ith bit (~ = 1) and assign ~ = -1 otherwise. This process
is carried out for all bits, and the set of thus decoded bits constitutes the final result.
This method is called the finite-temperature decoding or the maximizer of posterior
marginals (MPM) and it gives different results than the MAP. The MPM is
equivalent to accepting the sign of the difference of two probabilities as the illl
decoded bit
~ = sgn{P(a, = 11 J) - P(a, = -11 J)}
This may also be \\Titten as
. ( J (Tr a P(a \J));=sgn La,P(a,IJ) =sgn a, I =sgn(a,)tJ(T, d Tr(T P(a, IJ) r_
--------------(33)
--------------(34)
Here (a,) q is the local magnetization with (30) as the Boltzmann factor. Equation
I r
(34) means to calculate the local magnetization at a finite temperature Tp = f3;1 and
assign its sign to the decoded bit. The MAP can be regarded as the low temperature
(large P) limit in place of finite f3pin (34). The MAP was derived as the maximizer of
the posterior of the whole bit sequence, which has now been shown to be equivalent
to the low temperature limit of the MPM, finite temperature decoding. The MPM, by
contrast, maximizes the posterior of a single bit.
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Chapter 5
Image restoration
Similar to the error-correcting codes, the problem of statistical inference of the
original image given a noisy image can be formulated. Using the Bayes formula the
problem reduces to a form of random spin systems, and thus the methods of statistical
physics apply.
5.1 Stochastic approach to image restoration
Let us consider the problem of inference of the original image from a given digital
image corrupted by noise. Without knowing about the part of the image corrupted by
noise, it would be extremely difficult. Therefore in stochastic approach to image
restoration. one usually makes use of empirical knowledge on images in general (a
priori knowledge) to facilitate reasonable restoration.
5.1.1 Binary image and Bayesian inference
We formulates the stochastic method of image restoration for the simple case of a
binary ("black and white") image represented by a set of Ising spins ~={ sd. The
index i denotes a lattice site in the spin system and corresponds to the pixel index of
an image. The set of pixel states ~ is called the Markov random field in the literature
of image restoration.
Suppose that the image is corrupted by noise, and one receives a degraded (corrupted)
image with the state of the pixel T, inverted from the original value Si with probability
p. This conditional probability is written as:
P(T, I~, ) = exp(fJl,r,~,)
2cosh fJl' --------------(35)
Here fJl' is the same function ofp as in (27). Under the assumption of independent
noise at each pixel. the conditional probability for the whole image is the product of
(35):
---------------(36)
24
Here N is the total number of pixels.
The problem is to infer the original image S, given a degraded image T. For this
purpose, it is useful to use the Bayes formula to exchange the entries T and Sin the
conditional probability (36). a = {OJ} is the notation used for the dynamic variables
to restore the image which are to be distinguished from the true original image s.
Now the desired conditional probability (posterior) is:
exp(fJp L r,a, )P(a)
P(alr)= '
rra exp(fJpLrp,)P(a)
---------------(37)
Here the original image is assumed to have been generated with the probability
(prior) pea).
One usually does not know the correct prior P(a). Equation (37) shows that it is
necessary to use P(a) in addition to the given degraded image T to restore the original
image. In error-correcting codes, it was reasonable to assume a unifoml prior. This
is not the case in image restoration where non-trivial structures are essential. We
therefore rely on out knowledge on images in general to construct a model prior to be
used in place of the true prior.
Let us consider a degraded image in which a black pixel is surrounded by white
pixels. It then seems natural to infer that the black pixel is likely to haye been caused
by noise than to haye existed in the original image because rcal images often haye
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extended areas of smooth parts. This leads us to the following model prior that gives
a larger probability to neighboring pixels in the same state than in different states:
---------------(38)
Here the sum (ij) runs over neighboring pixels. The normalization factor Z( 13m) is
the partition function of the ferromagnetic Ising model at temperature Tm=1/ 13m'
Equation (38) represents our general knowledge that meaningful images usually tend
to have large areas of smooth parts rather than rapidly changing parts. The 13m is the
parameter to control smootlmess. Larger 13m means a larger probability of the same
state for neighboring pixels.
5.1.2 MAP and MPM
With the model prior (38) inserted in the Bayes formula (37), we have the explicit
fonn of the posterior.
exp(13I'L rp, + 13m Lap;)
P(aIT) = I (II)
r,"cr exp(131' L rp, + 13M Lap, )
\11\
---------------(39)
The numerator is the Boltzmann factor of an Ising ferromagnet in random fields
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represented by T. We have thus reduced the problem of image restoration to the
statistical mechanics of a random-field Ising model.
If one follows the idea of MAP, one should look for the ground state of the random
field Ising model because the ground state maximizes the Boltzmann factor (39).
Note that the set T, the degraded image, is given and fixed, which in other words
represents quenched randomness. Another strategy (MPM) is to minimize the pixel-
wise error probability and accept sgn ((J',) as the restored value of the ith pixel
calculated through the finite temperature expectation value.
5.2 Mean-field annealing
In practical implementation of image restoration by the MAP as well as by the MPM, .
the required amount of computation is usually very large because there are 2N degrees
of freedom for a binary image. Therefore one often makes use of approximations,
and a typical example is mean-field annealing in which one looks for the optimum
solution numerically using the idea of the mean-field approximation.
5.2.1 Mean-field approximation
We now generalize the argument from binary to grey scale images to be represented
by the Potts model. Generalization of (39) to the Potts model is:
27
P(ate) = _ex_p_(-_fJ-,-PH_(O"_I_T_))
Z
H(all)= - I5(0""T,)-JI5(O""O"j)
(y)
---------------(40)
---------------(41 )
---------------(42)
Here T and a are Q-state Potts spins (ai, lj = 0,1,2 .... ,Q-l) to denote grey scales of
degraded and restored images, respectively. In the ferromagnetic Potts model, (41)
with J>O, the interaction energy is -J if the neighboring spins (pixels) are in the same
state OJ = OJ and zero otherwise. Thus the neighboring spins tend to be in the same
state. The Ising model corresponds to Q=2. The Map evaluates the ground state of
(41), and the MPM calculates the thermal average of each spin OJ at an appropriate
temperature.
Since its difficult to evaluate (40), we approximate it by product of marginal
distributions
p,(n) =Tra P(aIT) 5(n.O",) as ---------------(43)
---------------(44)
The closcd sct of cquations for P, can be derivcd by inserting the mcan-field
approximation (44) into thc free energy
F = Tr" {H ( alT) + Tr log P( aIT)} P( alT)
28
---------------(45)
and minimizing it with respect to p, under the normalization condition
---------------(46)
With some manipulation one can show that p, satisfies the following equations:
exp(-fJpH,AiF (a))
p, (a) =-0--.,.-1--.:----
Lexp(-fJp H:fF (n))
1/=0
Air "H, '(n)=-6(n,f,)-J LJP/n)
l1.n.Et
---------------(47)
---------------(48)
Here the sum in the second term on the right hand side of (48) runs over nearest
neighbors of i.
5.2.2 Annealing
A numerical solution of (47) can be obtained by iteration (for the coefficient {111,(1) })
if the parameters fJ p and J are given.
0-1
p,(a) =L11I,(I)<D/(a)
/=0
---------------(49)
The expansion of the function in tenns of the complete orthononnal system of
polynomials
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(i-IL<D, (a)<D I' (a) =c5(l,/')
a=O
---------------(50)
The following discrete Tchebycheffpolynomials are useful for this purpose:
2
tflo(a) =1, tfll(a) =l---a
Q-l
(I + 1)(Q -1-/)tfI'+1 (a) =-(2a - Q+1)(21 + l)tfI, (a) -/(Q + l)tfI'_1 (a)
tfI, (a)
<D, (a) =----;=======Q-I
ItfI,(a)2
a=O
--------(51 )
Multiplying both sides of (47) by <I), (a) and summing the result over cr, we find from
(49) and (50)
---------------(52)
Here ZMF is the denominator of (47). The set of coefficients { 111,(1) }can thus be
calculated by iteration.
Equation (52) is a generalization of the usual mean-field approximation to the Potts
model. To confinn this explicitly, we apply (47) and (48) to the Ising model (Q=2):
H,\!F (a) = -Sea. [,) - J I {m;Ol +111;])(1- 2a)}
n n EI
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---------------(53)
---------------(54)
Here cr =0 or 1. Using the first two Tchebycheffpolynomials '-Po and '-PI' we find
from (52) that m;O) =I and the mean-field equation can be written in the form:
---------------(55)
Here the conventional Ising variable I and -1 are used instead of 0 and 1.
In the MAP ( fJ p ~ 00 ) as well as in the MPM, one has to lower the temperature
gradually starting from a sufficiently high temperature (fJ p :::: 0) to obtain a reliable
solution of (52). This is the process of mean-field annealing.
•
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Chapter 6
Model
Just as in the case of stochastic image restoration, to clean noise in data, one needs a
model. The following is a factor model which essentially postulates that "similar
products behave in a similar way"
Consider 11 products with each product having m possible characteristics (factors). A
factor j can have Aj possible values. So each product can be uniquely characterized
by a l1I-tuple (a p a 2' ..... ' am) where a J =I, .... ...AJ' Note that in this model the
m
inequality 11 ~nAJ always holds expressing the fact that there are no more actual
J=I
than possible products. With each product i we associate a demand OJ which can
take q different discreet values. Obviously, this is a simplification. but it models the
real situation as well as the precise demand is impossible to predict. For practical
purposes. it would be sufficient to be able to predict the demand with an accuracy "in
the neighborhood" of 10% or so. which is modeled by our assumption. Assuming
that it is understood approximately how many physical units each value of 0,
corresponds to, we introduce the variable di = 1, .. .,q such that d; = k means that the
k-th value of the actual demand Dj is realized. This d is an n- vector that contains full
information about the true demand. To give some "structure" to this demand, we
introduce links connecting pairs of products. (We begin with just one type of links,
with the understanding that more than one type of links can be introduced to the
model later.) To this end, let B be the set of pairwise links between products. Note
that B can be any set of pairs (iJ) but it is logical to construct B based on the values
of m-tuples (a\, a z,..... ,an,) corresponding to each product. We begin with the
following assignment of links. Let (i,j) be in the set B provided the products i and j
have all but one factor in common. More precisely, this means that if
(a; ,a~ ,.....,a~,) and (a( ,a{ ,.....,a~) are the values of the factors for the products i
andj, respectively, then there exists a value 1between 1 and m such that a~ =at for
k;tl.
Suppose now we are presented with a forecast f of the unknown future demand d, so
that f is another n-dimensional vector each component of which can take one of q
values. Our goal is to use the forecast f to find a "corrected" or "filtered" forecast
which we denote by d. For this purpose. we need two pieces of infom1ation: about
forecasting quality and abut the "structure" of the true demand d. So we introduce the
following probabilities:
1. Forecast error probability: For any product i. let Pk\ be the forecast error probability
Pkl= Pr(fj = k Idj = 1)
Here if k=l. this is the probability of a correct forecast.
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2. Structure of true demand. Note that from the Bayesian point of view, this is just
the prior for d. If the products i and j are connected by a link, define rlk as
follows:
~ ~
rlk = Pre d, = kidJ =T)
Here rlk is necessarily symmetric: rlk = rkl
Now we introduce the following quantities to be treated as energy in statistical
mechanics.
h(!" d, ) =-In Pre!, Id, )
and
v(d, ,d) =-lnPr(d, Id)
Assuming independence of forecast for different products we can find the
probability of a particular forecast f given the true demand d.
Similarly. we can find the prior probability for the "filtered" demand d .
exp(- 2:\"«(1,.(/,))
Pr«(l) = ('.,lEH
Z
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Here Z is an analogue of a partition function in statistical mechanics:
---------------(56)
Now using the Bayes formula, we can find the updates probability of the demand
given the forecast:
f1 ,.. ,.. ....
exp(- Lh(/" d,) - Lv(d" d)))
.Pr(d IJ) = ,~I n (',))E!J
TlJ exp(-LhCf,,d,) - L v(d,,d)))
,~I (/.))E!J
We can now obtain the "filtered" forecast d by finding the value of
---------------(57)
vector d maximizing the above equation (MAP). In physics tenns. it corresponds to
finding the ground (lowest energy) state of a system wit the Hamiltonian (energy
function) equal to
n
H(a I f) =- LhCf,.a,) - L r(a,.a,)
1~1 (,.])EH
---------------(58)
for a glwn \'aluc of f. In our application. if the number of possible products is not
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too large, various nonlinear integer optimization methods can be used to find values
of d maximizing the above equation. For larger values of n, we can turn to
methods developed in statistical mechanics, such as m.ean-field annealing. For this
purpose, we introduce another variable pwhose physics analogue is the inverse
temperature.
We write the conditional probability (57) as
Pr(d I f) = exp(-pH(d 1/))
TlJexp(-pH(d I f))
---------------(59)
Here the Hamiltonian H(d I f) is from (58). Note that for P=l, we obtain the
expression (57).
Next, we approximate (59) by a product of marginal distributions (this is the mean-
field approximation)
n
Pr(d If) ~ np,(d,)
,=\
Here p, (k) =T",j Pr(d I f)5k .,j, (here 5u is the Kronecker delta symbol)
After this. minimizing an object analogous to free energy in statistical physics leads
us to the conclusion that the marginal distribution p, satisfies the following
equation:
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(k) = exp(- fJH:
fF (k))
P, qI exp(- fJH :fF (I»
/;\
Where
H:fF (I) = -h(l, /,) - I p) (I)
lEN,
---------------(60)
Here the set N stands for all products that have a link to product i. Equation (60)
can now be solved iteratively using the annealing method. In this method, one
starts from a high temperature by setting pto a low value (P « I) and gradually
lowers the temperature (increases puntil it reaches the original value I). In
practice, it is convenient to iterate not on the values ofP, but on coefficients in an
expansIOn
q
P, (k) =I 111: cD, (k)
,;\
ofP, in terms of a complete orthonormal system of polynomials
qI cD, (k)cD,.(k) =6,.,.
hI
An example of polynomials that can be used for this purpose is fumished by
discrete Tchebycheff polynomials.
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Example: To explain how the scheme described above works, let us consider a
very simple example. Suppose there are two factors and two values for each factor:
A1=2 and A2=2. Thus there are four possible products.
4 3
1 2
Figure 1: Four products and links connecting them
Suppose also, for additional simplicity, that there are two possible states for
demand: high and low. In this case it turns out to be very convenient to use Ising
model convention where the high demand for product i corresponds to dj=l, and the
low demand corresponds to dj=-l. Also, let Pc be the forecast error probability:
pc=Pr(fjtdi). and let Pd be the probability that two products connected by a link (i.e.
sharing a common factor) have different demands. Pd=Pr(ditdj) if (ij) E B.
Introducing parameters fJ" and fJmaccording to fJ" =*In I - Pc and
~ Pc
fJm =*In 1- Pd we can \\Tite the posterior probability (57) as
- Pd
CXp(fJ"L,r,d, + fJ,., Lei),)
P(cll f) = ',(',')E8 , ,
rr,i cxp(fJ,~L.r.ei, + fJ,., Lei,d l )
(',I)E8
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Thus the MAP approach amounts to maximizing the expression
g(d) = fJf'IJ;d, + Pm Id,d J
(',J)eH
over the values of d" i =1,2,3,4. Lets consider several cases and compare them.
1. f]=(H,H,H,H), i.e. all the forecasts are for high demand. It is intuitively clear
that, in this case, it would be impossible to "clean" this forecast based on our
model. On the other hand, it is clear that the function g(d) is maximized for
H-I-H
H-I-H
Figure 2: Forecast "cleaning" for case 1
H-I-H
H --t-- H
') f2=(H.L.H.H). i.e. all but one forecasts are for high demand. Intuitively. we
would probably think that the single low forecast is an erroneous one. On the other
hand. it should depend on the relative values of the parameters Prand P" (which
represent the forecast error probability and the likelihood for similar demand for
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products with the same characteristics, respectively). Indeed, the
function g(d) takes the following values:
g(H,H,H,H) = 2fJ" +4fJm
g(H,L,H,H) = 4fJ"
H H
H H
H H
H -I-- L
H H
H L
Figure 3: Forecast "cleaning" for case 2
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We see that if fJ" < 2fJm' the "filtered" forecast (H,H,H,H) will be selected, and if
fJ" > 2fJm ' the "filtered" forecast (H,L,H,H) will be selected.
3. f)=(L,L,H,H), i.e. the forecast for the two products that have one value of the
second is low, and for the two products characterized by value 2 of the second
factor have a high forecast. So it looks (from the forecast) that the second factor
determines the demand. Again, intuitively, we would think that either this is really
so or this is a result of an error in forecast, with the likelihood of both scenarios
being determines by the relation between fJ" and fJm. An inspection of the g
function shows that g(L,L,H,H) =4fJ" and g(L,L,L,L) = g(H,H,H,H) = 4fJm. Thus
if fJ" > fJm one should go with the original forecast and vice versa.
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H----II--H
L-I--L
H H
H H
H H
L L
Figure 4: Forecast "cleaning" for case 3
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Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a general scheme of decision making under high uncertainty
and rapid change conditions. Product portfolio selection problem that originally
motivated this research is challenging mainly because information generally available
to decision makers at the time the decision has to be made is scarce and uncertain.
The second competition is that every product (or a product bundle) that has to be
decided upon is new and has no previous history (unlike stocks whose previous
history is available in minute details). On the other hand, the opinion of the industry
practitioners seems to hold that "there is enough information in the organization to
make the product portfolio selection process a lot more 'scientific' than it is now".
This motivated our approach to look for the information "hidden" in the organization
and later "cleaning" it for the subsequent use.
The key aspects of an industrial portfolio selection process that we concentrated on
arc: input data processing and optimization process analysis. The basic idea behind
the proposed input data processing approach is similar in spirit to that used in image.
Namely. different products may haye little or no history but they are not unrelated to
each other. For example two products representing the same market sector. based on
the same techlwlogy and intended for the same customer arc t:1irly unlikely to haH
drastically different demands. This means that a certain prior expressing the relations
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between products can be obtained. This prior, in its tum, can be used to "clean" the
information contained in the individual forecasts by statistically removing the
inconsistencies, or. in other words, updating the prior using the forecast. For this
purpose. we developed a model using the mathematical methods developed in
statistical physics of spin glasses. The model essentially postulates that "similar
products behave in a similar way". We also have given an example that illustrates the
applicability of the model using the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) method
of statistical mechanics.
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